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The book has three sections: propagating succulents from leaves, propagating succulents from

cuttings, and fun projects with succulents. If you are just getting started with your succulent

collection, or if youâ€™ve had one for a while, this book will provide some insight to how you can

expand your collection and grow more succulents! It covers watering, environment, how to take a

cutting, and more.
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Some good suggestions that I can try, but all in all, this book is for super beginners. I don't have any

trouble with rooting the succulents or getting them to produce a small rosette but I have had zero

success with the rosette growing into a self sustained plant when I propagate from leaves. I get that

they grow slowly but mine don't grow at all. (I've never had trouble with succulent cuttings, and

those root easily and grow.) I was hoping that this book would help me figure out my issues with

propagating by leaf but didn't find it to be particularly useful in that regard. A troubleshooting section

might be a nice future addition. Like, what do you do if you have a north facing window? What to do

when your succulent baby won't grow? Why do some succulent leaves die after rooting? I was also



hoping it may contain a list of succulents that won't propagate by either leaves or cuttings but

instead just found a list of 5 plants that propagate so easily that they can propagate themselves

without any assistance from a human. In general terms, this e-book is too expensive for what it

provides. You can find all of this information just by reading wiki how or reading some blogs and

basic gardening websites.. Having said that, it did provide a few suggestions that I haven't seen

elsewhere so thumbs up in that regard.

I purchased the pdf version of this book before it was available in Kindle format, and I really enjoyed

it. It's beautifully photographed, and the content is useful and informative (though somewhat light). If

you're just getting started propagating succulents and want to learn the essentials in a day, this is a

great introduction. If you've been doing it for a while already, this book probably won't have a lot for

you except gorgeous photos.

As soon as I got this book I started propagating succulents. The process is addictive and highly

satisfying. Once you start you can't stop. The instructions in this beautiful book are clear and so

easy to understand. Perfect for the beginner.

Beautiful photography and a pleasing layout make this book a pleasure to refer to again and again.

It is full of useful tips to help you successfully propagate succulents from leaves and cuttings. I also

enjoyed the succulent project ideas at the end. The succulent wreath is amazing!

I purchased this book and "Growing Succulents" from the same author after deciding to begin a

succulent garden. It was very helpful in learning to propagate the correct way and the pictures were

great.

Returning not enough information. Just the basics. An elementary school age book. Extremely

disappointed with the book/pamphlet. Too expensive for what it is.

The book answers the beginner's questions on propagation of these fascinating plants. The author

welcomes questions, should any arise, but the book does a thorough job. Loved it.

Very helpful, the tips and information help you give your plants what they need to thrive, and what

you need to successfully grow cuttings rather than buy plants.
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